MEMORIA – Tour Rider 2012
About the act
Dramaturgy & Music: Sergej Pumper
Choreography (in collaboration with
the dancers): Daniel Renner
Composition & Light Design: Daniel Renner
Dancers:
Youngung Sebastian Kim
Sandra Ximena Müller
Sergej Pumper
Synopsis:
The huge, ever-growing gap between the
poor and the rich and their struggle in
terms of a global scale between different
countries and continents in our global village
aswell as in personal human relationships
in everyday life is what “Memoria” is about.
Three performers symbolically display
the struggle of economic dependence,
exploitation, human relationship,
(un)awareness, empathy and disinterest
in a micro-cosmos of three individuals
from two worlds that are one but yet
separate…
Description / Type of act
Urban Dance Theatre – Cross Over
Performance mixing B-Boying,
Popping and Contemporary Dance
Number of artists
3 dancers, 1 choreographer
Language used during the
performance
English
Duration of the piece
15 minutes
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Contact Details
ARTISTIC PRODUCTION
direction:FUTURE dancecompany
www.directionfuture.com

BOOKING AND ADMINISTRATION
Create Syndicate
www.crsy.org
Address Gniglerstrasse 31
State Salzburg
Zip A-5020

City Salzburg
Country Austria

Sergej Pumper +43-650-8004300, office@crsy.org

Requirements for the Performance
Space required on the stage (minimum)
Length 8 meters
Width
8 meters
Height
4 meters
Sound Requirement
PA-Sound system
Light Requirement
tba
Time & Assistance Requirement for the Show
Stage Set-up, rehearsal time for the show
About 2 hours
On-Stage Rehearsal Time
The length of the show plus some extra time
Any Assistance required for the Show
Light technician
Depending on available equipment at the venue another option would be to come
with our own light technicians who bring their own light equipment.
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Traveling Crew
Nearest International Airport Salzburg Airport W.A.Mozart (SZG)
Alternative Airport: Munich (MUC)
-

3 Dancers
o Sergej PUMPER, birthday 30 April 1980,
Passport Nr. L04757174, male
Country of origin Austria
o Youngung Sebastian KIM, birthday 08 February 1983,
Passport Nr. L77J03GYM, male
Country of origin Germany (ethnicity Korean)
o Sandra MUELLER, birthday 10 June 1984,
Passport Nr. P3289768, female
Country of origin Austria

-

1 Choreographer
o Daniel RENNER, birthday 25 August 1968
Passport Nr. P1276813, male
Country of origin Austria

Hotel Conditions
1 double room
2 single rooms
(Acceptable standard is assumed, in general not less than 3 Stars Hotel)
General Terms & Conditions
Travel and accommodation are not included in the performance fee and have to be
paid by the client in advance to the departure of the company “direction:FUTURE”
in Salzburg.
In advance a performance contract has to be set up between the company
“direction:FUTURE” and the client, which contains all rights and liabilities of the
client and the company “direction:FUTURE” in detail.

Terms & Conditions
Payment Terms & Conditions
For performance fees and payment please contact Sergej Pumper
General Comments / Suggestion
tba
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About the performers
Sergej PUMPER
Dancer since 1999
Main styles of Sergej are Popping and Locking, he is the
artistic director of the direction:FUTURE dance company
and created the initial storyline for “Memoria“.
Sergej has a lot of experience in the field of urban dance
theatre due to his various engagements in different
companies and performing at festivals and theatres
worldwide with the “Nobulus – Out of the Shadow”
project.

Youngung Sebastian KIM alias “Jaekwon”
Dancer since 2000
Main styles are B-Boying, Acrobatics and Contemporary
Break. As a member of “Reckless Crew”, he is winner of
BOTY Germany 2011. Works in the Dance Theatre field
since 2006 and has studied Dance and Physical Theatre
at the Dance Department of the German Sports Science
University in Cologne. Worked with choreographers such
as Samir Akika and Malou Airaudo and joined the
Austrian “Nobulus – Out of the Shadow” project in 2011.

Sandra Ximenia MUELLER
Dancer since 1998
Her main dance styles are Modern, Ballet, Jazz and Hip
Hop Styles. She has a lot of stage experience due to
various theatre projects that she took part in. Besides
performing on stage she is also a dance teacher and
gives workshops to kids and adults all over Austria. In
2011 she did choreographic co-supervision for “Nobulus”
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Daniel RENNER
Choreographer since 1998
Daniel studied Dance at the Iwanson Dance Academy
and Choreography at the Codarts Dance University in
Rotterdam. Before moving to work as a choreographer
he has been dancing in many various theatres and dance
companies all over the world.
Trained in classical Ballet and Modern Dance and
interweaving in his Urban Dance experience his desire
lead him to work in projects which explore choreographic
concepts of Urban Dance in theatre productions.

List of Music Royalities
Artist
Apocalyptica
Apocalyptica
Clint Mansell
Clint Mansell
Apocalyptica
Apocalyptica
Apocalyptica

Title
TBA
Epilogue(Relief)
Winter: The Beginning of the
Tension
Nothing else matters
Hall of the mountain king
Life Burns! (instrumental)

Duration
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Optional workshops that can be additionally booked to
the performance
Each member of the project crew can be booked to give workshops in various styles and
fields of dance and choreography.
Sergej Pumper
Funkstyle Principles
This workshop delivers basic techniques of popping and locking to beginners or advanced
dancers with the main focus on key elements that enable the participant to understand the
effects and flair of these dance forms aswell as on training methods for building a strong
foundation.
Urban Experimental
This workshop shows alternative possibilites of how to play with Urban Dance technique.
It starts of with basic Funkstyle technique but then continues with different interpretations
of these moves. The participants will encounter new dimensions in the usage of space
and musicality that they can adapt to their own vocabulary.
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Youngung Sebastian Kim
B-Boying VARIATIONS (all levels)
- Toprock / Godowns /Downrock
This workshop starts of by first explaining general choreographic criteria and concepts
with the vocabulary of B-Boying basics and then shows how to apply and combine
different choreographic concepts in order to create own variations and transitions.
B-Boying TRAINING METHODS (all levels)
- Freezes / Flips / Powermoves
The participants will learn how to generally improve strength, coordination, stamina and
flexibility with dance specific exercises aswell as how to work and train more efficiantly
with a partner in order to learn certain techniques. In addition to that they will also be
given examples of how to create own exercises for their individual needs and training
goals.
B-Boying MUSICALITY (Intermediate and Advanced)
- Freestyle
In this workshops the participants will learn about different layers and rhythms in music
aswell as how to school a more detailed understanding and feeling for the body and
dance environment.
B-Boying CREATIVITY GAMES (Advanced)
- Freestyle
The participants will learn how to develop own moves & choreographies by working with
themes and playing improvisational games.
Sandra Ximena Mueller
Modern Dance (based on Limon Technique)
Modern Dance works with the principles of internal flow, energy lines, gravity and
momentum. Gliding through space, flowing into the ground, abruptly stopping, diverting
movement energy and letting the individual off-balance the energy flow into the
choreographic experience.
Daniel Renner
Roundcorner movement technique:
To learn its minutely detailed anatomical knowledge and how to harmonise the body as
one would learn to tune an instrument. This is achieved through the practise of alternative
postures, combined with the movement’s explorations from the Urban Dance and Modern
Dance techniques. Different dynamics, rhythmic patterns and specific sequential coordinations (wave technique) are brought together. The vocabularies of these different
dance styles are treated as one vocabulary.
Roundcorner movement composition:
Daniel Renner's ” Roundcorner” method is his specialty as well as the basis for his theatre
work. The “Roundcorner” composition is based on Laban’s movement composition
principles and plays with elements of modern-contemporary and Urban Dance which
leads to an interweaving of styles, techniques, traditions and human motion instincts. It
brings forth individual expressions and leads to a new dance and stage experience.
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